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Tote Bag 
 

 

Cool & cheerful bag with a bit of glitter 
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Materials 

Yarn and colours  
 

 byClaire No. 3 Sparkle, 1 ball per colour:  
o Red 316, Turquoise 371, Dark Purple 271, Ochre 2181  

 byClaire No. 2 Softmix, 2 balls per colour:  
o Lime 351, Fuchsia 237, Salmon pink 212, Taupe 341  

 To cover the handles: 1 ball of byClaire No. 2 Softmix: Taupe 341 
 
Fabric  
 

 byClaire Fabrics 100x140cm: Polkadot Fuchsia (095.1000 colour 786)  
 
Handles  
 

 Round bamboo handles; 22cm  diameter (022.615111)  
 
Crochet hooks:  
In this pattern, different types of yarn are used, which means you also need 3 sizes of crochet 
hooks.  
 

 Crochet hook 5.0mm for byClaire No. 2 Softmix   

 Crochet hook 3.5mm for byClaire No. 3 Sparkle (preferably a hook with a nice rounded 
head, so that the sparkly byClaire yarn isn’t damaged. Our advice: Clover Amour 3.5mm)  

 Crochet hook 4.0mm for the edging 
 
Other materials:  
 

 Darning needle  
 Scissors  

 Pins  

 Sewing machine (necessary to make the lining of the bag; you can do this by hand) 

 
Size of the bag  

The bag has a round, spherical shape: +/- 35cm deep and 45cm wide (this is without the handles) 
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Good to know before you start:  
 

 Stick to a fixed rhythm of stripes. Repeat the colours of rows 1 to 8. This gives a nice even 
stripe effect.  

 For one row in Softmix, you need 12.9m of yarn. You will work 7 rows in each colour. With 
the starting colour, you will work 8 rows, because the last row is also in this colour.  

 In total, you will work 29 rows in Softmix (7 rows in each colour) and 28 rows in Sparkle (7 
rows in each colour).  

 Please Note: There will not be an inch of Sparkle left!  
 

 
 

 Each row starts with ch 2, replacing the first dc.  

 The entire pattern consists of 2 alternating rows: 1 row of dc’s in dc, 1 row of ddc’s (double 
dc). The dc's are worked in Softmix and the ddc's in Sparkle.  

 A ddc is worked as follows: Make 1 dc, but wait after the last yo (yarn over). Now work 
another dc in the same space. After the last yo, pull the yarn through all 3 loops on the 
hook.  
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Diagram 
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Description  
 
Ch 98 + 2 turning ch (this is the first dc of row 1). 
 
Row 1  
Using byClaire Softmix and hook 5.0 mm, start the second dc in the 4th ch from the hook. In total, 
including the turning ch, work dc 98.  
 
Row 2  
Work ddc 98 in byClaire Sparkle with hook 3.5mm.  
 
Row 3  
Work dc 98 in byClaire Softmix with hook 5.0mm.  
 
Please note: work the dc's in the space where the ddc's from the previous row come together, so 
basically 1 st lower than you would normally do (see photo 1). This gives a beautiful structure.  

If you would work the dc in the top loop, so around the ‘v’, as you would normally do, this would 
give larger holes and more space between the rows. The bag will then be less firm (see photo 2). 

 
Rows 4-57:  
Repeat rows 2 and 3.  

Side finishing  
Along the both short ends, work 1 row of sc’s in the colour you used for the first and last rows. 
You work in the side of the stitches. Take the following into account:  
- Work 2 dc’s in the side of each dc.  
- Work 1 dc in the side of each ddc.  
 
The piece is now approximately 80cm wide and 69cm long and has an edging all the way around 
in one colour.  

Line the bag with one of the beautiful byClaire fabrics. Choose a colour that fits your stripes! 
  

Photo 1 Photo 2 
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Lining 

 
 Cut the fabric so that it overlaps the crocheted piece 2cm on all sides. 

 
Pin the fabric to the crocheted piece. Make sure that you stay about 1/2 cm from the edge. Don't 
sew the fabric too close to the edge, as you will need room to attach the bag to the handles. 

 
 
 
  

TIP:  Sew the lining using a matching colour of yarn; with the bottom yarn in the 
colour of the crocheted edge of the bag, the top yarn in the colour of the lining. 
This gives a nice finishing to both sides of the bag. 
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Finishing: turn the straight piece into the shape of a bag 

 
Row 1  

Crochet all the way around.  
Along the short sides, work 1 sc in each sc.  
Along the long sides (where you have to decrease) work 1 sc and then skip 1 st. Repeat until the 
end.  
The long sides will pull in a bit.  

Row 2  
Crochet all the way around.  
Along the short sides: (decrease) 1 sc, skip 1 st. Repeat until the end.  
Along the long sides: (decrease) 1 sc, skip 1 st. Repeat until the end.  
The piece will pull in a bit on all sides, with the long sides pulling in more than the short sides.  

Finishing top of the bag and handles 

 
The round bamboo handles are attached to the short sides of the bag. You need 2 covers. Once 
these covers are ready, you wrap them around the bamboo handles and sew them to the bag.  

Use the hook 4.0mm:  
Work 1 row of sc’s around the opening of the bag (the short and long sides of the bag).  
Work the cover on both short sides of the bag. Start in the corner on the right side of the work 
and work 8 rows of sc's.  
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Repeat this on the other short side of the bag. Wrap the cover around the bamboo handle, to the 
inside of the bag. The cover should complete cover the handle. Sew the cover to the inside of the 
bag with the darning needle and crochet yarn.  
 
Weave in the ends and the bag is ready for use!  
 
Idea: Sew an original byClaire label onto the bag and add a small tassle or fringe! 

Happy hooking! 
 

C l a i r e 
 

All byClaire patterns are created with care and checked carefully. If you find a mistake, please contact me 
immediately. 

 
**The byClaire patterns are for personal use only. They may not be sold to third parties or used for commercial 

purposes.** 


